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On the Real

A Place of Waiting

Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 13 eps / 1 season
Name of Producer: Temidayo Abudu

T

he TV miscreants are back and their drama is more explosive than ever.
Friendships are tested, new alliances are formed and everyone is still
reaching for their own way to top. Lolu, the BOSS, tries his best to keep his
group of misfits in check but it seems they all need a little kick up their behinds to
stay in line and keep 'The Real' at number one. Trouble always seems to be
knocking at their doors, even for those that you least expect. On the Real Season 2
will bring the perfect combination of Drama, Romance and Betrayal.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GzwYVSWujk

Year of production: 2016
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 13
Name of Producer: Somadina Okoye

A

Place of Waiting is the name of an Old People's Home run by shrewd
businessman, Obi. He is assisted by wanna be actress, Agnes. The home for
the moment has only 2 inhabitants; retirees Adam Joy and Papa Benji. The
drama follows the intrigue surrounding the day to day activity in the home.

Trailer link: https://youtu.be/OjHuzavBevc

The Labi Show

SCID

Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 13
Name of Producer: Akinade Olafusi

H

osted by the popular OAP, Labi Olayori is a 30mins weekly familyoriented show that deals with interpersonal issues like love, sex, money,
and addiction.Always expect a professional therapist on board this show
to educate and kick start you to a more fulfilling life

Trailer
Trailer link:
link: https:/
http://www.mediatoon-distribution.com/en/catalog/252/little-furry/
/youtu.be/w4ZAfl_UKb0
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Year of production: 2018
Format: 45'
Number of Episodes: 13
Name of Producer: Dipo Abdul

S

CID is a police/crime TV drama series about a police detective and her team
investigating a high profile murder that's impossible to solve without first
demolishing the fortress of lies around it. Aisha also has a secret Personal goal
for joining the SCID. Her late mom, HAJIA MAIMUNA HARUNA, the first female
IG of police, was murdered under mysterious circumstances. Aisha – who's spent
her career in the force secretly investigating what happened to her mom –
continues her search for the truth now that she's better placed to find it as head of
the Homicide Investigation Unit.
Trailer link: https://vimeo.com/230946068
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Room 420

Onye Ije The Traveller

Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 13 eps / 1 season
Name of Producer: Yomi Black

I

n Room 420 "Senator Kola Diya" is meeting with the ultimate lust of his life
"Tolani". For Tolani, the offer is just to good to refuse, her unstable boyfriend
"Jolomi" agrees, while Funmi Diya cannot stand the thought of Tolani with her
Husband. She blames his closest friend and PA "Rene" for misleading her husband.
Everything goes crazy in Room 420 when Tolani is found dead and the senator
lying in comma. What happened in Room 420?
Trailer
Trailer link:
link: https:/
http://www.mediatoon-distribution.com/en/catalog/252/little-furry/
/www.youtube.com/watch?v=4r8Rk6r2wtE

Year of production: 2015 till date
Format: 45'
Number of Episodes: 13eps/2seasons
Name of Producer: Chijioke Uwaegbute
and Brian C. Ezeike

T

he docuseries follows hosts Kiki and Kelechi as they travel across Igbo land
showcasing a variety of rich histories, cultures, traditions, geographical
locations, foods, arts, crafts and many other wonders.

Trailer
Trailer link:
link: https:/
http://www.mediatoon-distribution.com/en/catalog/252/little-furry/
/www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7z8qt3zUz4&feature=youtu.be

AMC Movie Talk

Truly Single

Year of production: 2017/2018
Format: 27'
Number of Episodes: 88
Name of Producer: Adenike Adebayo –
Esho

A

MC Movie Talk is a free flowing talk show set in AMC's studios. Nollywood
related topics are explored, and our audience put in the know on all things
Nollywood and African cinema. It features actors and actresses, producers
and directors, classic cinema and soon to be blockbuster hits, and the biggest
movers and shakers in the buzzing industry that is Nollywood. New episodes air on
Mondays and Fridays at 20:30GMT/22:30 CAT on AMC Series.
Trailer
Trailer link:
link: https:/
http://www.mediatoon-distribution.com/en/catalog/252/little-furry/
/goo.gl/TPJLJR
||
https://goo.gl/B8LsXo
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Year of production: 2016
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 19
Name of Producer: Toyin Olunloyo Tams

W

hat makes good girls go for bad guys? Truly single is a drama that focuses
on the life the singles live, it depicts things young people do from love to
lust, friendship, Sex, money, heart break, betrayal, deceit and lots more.
EFE, a good looking guy who believes he's the most handsome guy in the universe
and trust in his womanizing skills while TAYO IS A CAREER LADY, EVERYTHING
ABOUT HER, FROM THE WAY SHE SPEAKS, HER DRESS SENSE, POSE AND
CARRIAGE,DEPICTS Elegance. All thanks to their friends Sinach, Janet, Abdul and
Daniel for the major roles played in their lives.
Trailer link: https://youtu.be/gAHZU7tYz5E
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Family Puzzle

Kids and Mum

Year of production: 2016
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 26
Name of Producer: Toyin Olunloyo Tams

F

amily Puzzle is a 30 minute drama series following the lives and challenges
of two distinct families set in our contemporary Nigerian society. Family
puzzle unravel the mysteries of what modern families face amidst comedy,
drama, desperation, intrigue, romance, desperation, love and tragedy.

Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBrWOcIxnGA

Year of production: 2016
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 13
Name of Producer: Toyin Olunloyo Tams

K

ids and Mum is a parenting show that is aimed at satisfying the yearnings of
parents on how to improve on their parenting skills and to also educate,
entertain and keep the kids inform. Parents make a powerful difference in
what children learn and how they think, kids have infinite potential and parents or
care givers can help them become a world renowned Engineer, Doctor, Lawyer,
Pilot, Accountant, captain to mention a few.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFruX8vLdV4

Circles of Life

Cooking With Omaliicha

Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 52
Name of Producer:Toyin Olunloyo Tams

C

ircles of Life drama series following the lives and challenges of two distinct
families set in our contemporary Nigerian society. On the one hand is Dr &
Mrs Banire, a family of doctors blessed with three children. On the other
hand is Mr and Mrs Bako, a young married couple facing challenges that many
married people face today ranging from infidelity to domestic abuse.
Trailer link: https://youtu.be/NIBzbG21abY
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Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 6eps/1 season
Name of Producer: IFACTORYlive

P

art travel log-part cooking show....African celebrities,Foodies and
international guest's join our host in the kitchen to teach Nigerian radio and
TV host Omaliicha how to cook their favourite meals and she also visits
restaurants in each country she goes to, whilst the chef or owner takes us into their
kitchen in this fun packed season of food and laughter with the enigmatic
Omaliicha... Guests include comedian Kalybos with over 400,00 followers on
instagram @kalybos1,Singer Ms Vee with over 700,000 followers and sports bar
AM:PM in the luxurious Villagio setting in Accra.
Trailer link: http://pc.cd/nsJrtalK
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Making of a Mogul

Inspector K

Year of production: 2012-2018
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 91 episodes/7
seasons
Name of Producer: IFACTORYlive

T

he docu series was developed in order to give African Entrepreneurs a
platform to describe their business and their journey on a global stage.
Hosted by Award winning Media Personality Anita Erskine, created by multihyphenate Michael Djaba. Making of a Mogul Chronicles the lives of Africans who
have created smart business ideas and are on the road to world domination! Award
winning host Anita Erskine profiles African entrepreneurs at home and at work
across the globe as they tell their entrepreneurship story in the international docu
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBrWOcIxnGA

Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: Season 2/ 12
Episodes
Name of Producer: Oke Folashayo

S

uss Productions and Red TV have teamed up again to bring you Inspector K
season 2. The detective comedy series is back for another season and the
stakes are higher. This season our super inspector has finally met his match,
he is dealing with a cartel that seems to be completely untraceable and is always
one step ahead of him, drugs, murders, major heist and thievery. The heat is on as
Inspector K's station tries to uncover this menacing group, but this time they enlist
the help of another station and a Special agent from "the abroad". The only
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWIx89S5lqE&t=37s

House of Jon

Agony Within

Year of production: 2018
Format: '
Number of Episodes:
Name of Producer: Shirleyann Ede

N

aomi, a beautiful soon to be married actress is called to a film set . she
battles with insecurities , weird nightmares she keeps having the fear that
her fiancé is actually cheating on her. Things take a twist , when the film
crew gets stuck in the house a lunatic retired army general.

Trailer link: https://youtu.be/fzcRlaJ069w
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Year of production: 2016
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: Part 1-4
Name of Producer: Snr. Osy Livingstone

G

reed and covetousness are at the very core of the brutal murder of an
innocent man by his brother in an attempt to commandeer his parcel of
land. The antagonist is, however, totally unprepared for what follows.

Trailer link: https://youtu.be/HZYh8Yff888
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Family Heritage

African Living Legends

Year of production: 2018
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 47eps/4seasons
Name of Producer: Ugwu Sabina Nkiru

A

young Yoruba guy – Olaniyi falls in love with Igbo rich Man's only daughters.
Despite Class difference and family resistance, they eloped and got
married. Unfortunately, he dies less than one year into the marriage and she
is accused of Killing him. Chioma Udensi was battling the emotional torture of the
husband's death while another lady shows up with a claim that she was also
pregnant for Olaniyi. The battle continued even as Olaniyi's family was engrossed
in another battle with their kindred for their father's property…
Trailer link:https://youtu.be/d-KVku2cMT4

Year of production: 2017
Format: 30'
Number of Episodes: 20
Name of Producer: Tunji Okanlawon

A

frican Living Legends is a well thought out programme which expose' the
legends of African descent from all walks of life to showcase their journey
through life. The turbulence, stress, upheavals and challenges that they
have contend with in life that made their successes worthy of celebration.
African Living Legends is from the stable of Vision Production Limited the award
winning movie production and marketing outfit and the Series is a must watch for
everyone, it's full of inspirations and revelations.
Trailer link: https://youtu.be/Vsj4dRlsqjY

Home Affairs

Crazy Lovely Cool

Year of production: 2018
Format: 12'
Number of Episodes: 13 eps/ 1 season
Name of Producer: Ugwu Sabina Nkiru

H

ome Affairs is culinary and home management Magazine show aimed at
teaching the audience how to make various African dishes.

Trailer link: https://youtu.be/_ttd-26urWA
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Year of production: 2017
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 1Season
Name of Producer: Obi Emelonye

A

coming-of-age TV series that takes a fond look at the lives, joys and
struggles of a group of charismatic students whose paths cross on the
campus of Nigeria's largest university, via the shocking revelations of the
school's gossip blog. Hip, trendy, fast-paced and steeped in music, the series takes
us deep inside university life, with all of its rites of passage, innocent beauty,
emotional nakedness and awkward moments.
Trailer link: https://vimeo.com/237923757
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“Soul Sistas”

Borislava

Year of production: 2017
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 104eps
Name of Producer: Deborah Odutayo

A

situational comedy around 4 beautiful single and highly intelligent young
ladies who share an apartment. We see their lives, experiences at work,
family, love life and how they manage challenges in their everyday
existence. Zainab is a financial adviser and the happening babe of the house who
believes in using and dumping men at will. Gina is an upcoming actress and the live
wire of the house. She is frequently troubled by how actresses feel it's the norm to
sleep with men for movie roles. Derin is self-employed and basically runs the
house.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SIw_g3_8R0

Year of production: 2018
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 26
Name of Producer: Okey Nwosu

B

orislava is a story of a beautiful young woman who out of circumstance ends
up in the village with her husband but things changes when some dubious
elders including her husband's uncle begins to propose marriage to her.
They did everything humanly possible to have her including selling lands. While
they were at it, she was playing along & eventually dupes them of huge sums of
money & leaves the village with her husband. The elders lost out at the end.
Trailer link:

Bella's Place

The Rift

Year of production: 2018
Format: 24'
Number of Episodes: 78
Name of Producer: Deborah Odutayo

A

situational comedy centered on an upscale hairdressing and beauty salon
owned and operated by Bella Daniels. The salon boasts of a manicure and
pedicure section. Bella's two assistants - Onome and Gloria run the salon
as Auntie Bella is not always around. She is into other buying and selling stuffs. Sir
K and Johnson man the men's section. Johnson also has the added skill of making
women's hair and he is a darling of all the women.
Trailer link:
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Year of production: 2018
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 26
Name of Producer: Okey Nwosu

T

his is a captivating family story about two brothers, Benson & Jacob & their
respective families. Benson is wealthy while Jacob is struggling to make ends
meet. Things spiral out of control when Jacob relocates to Benson's house
until he is settled with a huge amount of money to start a business. Having both
families under the same roof wasn't easy but at the end love, perseverance &
understanding came into play & all their differences were resolved. Starring Victor
Olatan,Mauren Okpoko,Tony Umez,Chinyere Nwabueze,Angela Philips,Sam
Sunny,Oge Peters etc.
Trailer link:
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Wives On Strike

The Flesh Business

Year of production: 2017
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 1season
Name of Producer: Omoni Oboli

A

dapted from the Nigerian blockbuster movie, this series takes us into the
lives of four women following a nationwide strike that brought the country
to a halt. The women have been paid handsomely for their story to be made
into a movie, and life has begun to settle down for them. However, one issue after
another instils fresh drama into their now-famous lives--drama that they didn't
necessarily bargain for. They quickly learn that not all problems can be solved by a
strike.

Year of production: 2017
Format: 45'
Number of Episodes: 1
Name of Producer: Grace Chege, Denis
Maina, John Mbura

T

he Flesh Business is a 60mins documentary film that explores underage
prostitution at the Kenyan Coast. We follow the story of three ladies as they
take us through the challenges of their profession. We also get to see all the
other underlying players in the sex industry racket from Pimps that these girls go
to to brothel owners and other supporting cast such as the Kenya Police.

Trailer link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B24nwQOkPBDIZjZtNjQxVGZmWjA/view?usp=sharing

Trailer link: https://vimeo.com/237906469

The Cooking Show

Lincoln's Clan

Year of production: 2018
Format: 24'
Number of Episodes: 120
Name of Producer: Rakiya Usman

M

aster Chef Binta Shehu Shayi and co-host showcase Northern Nigerian
delicacies that can be replicated in any kitchen. Each episode features a
new classic recipe from the North presented in a fun, accessible, and
easy step- by-step manner. In addition to learning about the dish's cultural
importance, viewers also learn the ins-and-outs and nutritional value of specific
ingredients.
Trailer link: https://youtu.be/ln4IRUj3C1Q
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Year of production: 2016 - Till Date
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 156
Name of Producer: Oluseyi Adebanjo

T

he initial struggle between the two crowned heirs dominates their daily lives. The
story of power play and wealth portrays the Nigeria clan called "THE LINCOLN'S".
Having being used to getting their ways in everything they do, the rich deep secret
that lays between them threatens their bond and existence as a family. An initial struggle
between the two crowned heirs dominates their daily lives, but a new long family secret
rare its head making the sworn enemies to fight together for a common course. Despite the
headaches the heirs bring to the family, the Lincoln's head will do anything to protect the
generational wealthy and name uncommonly.
Trailer link: https://vimeo.com/190980585
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The Dragons

The Bubble

Year of production: 2016 - Till Date
Format: 20'
Number of Episodes: 25
Name of Producer: Alayande Stephen T,
Adebanjo Sam

A

n addictive gambler, risk taker and a man poised to change his own story,
portrays the entire life of the man called MR SMITH DRAGONS. From a
relatively unknown background, the Nigerian is determined to rewrite the
outcome of his life. Married to a beautiful, successful lawyer but an alcohol addict,
with a daughter that is intelligent but sexually confused, and a skimmer for a
younger brother, together they form the apex of the most successful PR firm in
South Africa and Nigeria. In spite of the vices and shortcomings in their daily lives,
they are still the DRAGONS.
Trailer link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=hk-ELK3B77k

Year of production: 2016 - Till Date
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 26
Name of Producer: Alayande Stephen T.

T

his is a programme meant to give a voice to people on the street affording
them opportunity to give a burst of their different opinions on severally
topical issues bordering on daily challenges and every other basic
happenings in the society. It is a platform that gives an echo to different cacophony
of voices on the street.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBNnawtiQxs

The Diary

Cook "N" Style

Year of production: 2016 - Till Date
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 26
Name of Producer: Alayande Stephen T.

T

HE DIARY is targeted at creating a veritable platform for celebrities/guests
to inspire the world by telling their stories, showcasing their works, interest
and challenges in life and how they managed it. The Diary, which is heavy on
sharing experiences, further reinforces the importance of its unique selling
proposition of having guests tell the world their untold stories and experiences
therefore allowing the audience especially young people out there to draw
inspiration and motivate themselves.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/wa tch?v=NMcP1dJ-Eco-

26

Year of production: 2017 - Till Date
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 13
Name of Producer: Alayande Stephen T.,
Sam Adebanjo

C

ook "N" Style is a show that principally focuses on different states/cultures
from Nigeria in particular and Africa at large, such cuisines could be from
the guests/celebrities states or it can serve as an experience in its entirety.
This also carries an infusion of trend and fashion that depicts the attire and the
culture of different origins.

Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dk-1gqyIOUY
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The Minimighty Kids

Goge Africa

Year of production: 2008 - 2015
Format: 234*8' + 1*24'
Number of Episodes: 234 + 1
Name of Producer: Futurikon, Teletoon,
Studio Fantasia

M

ini problems, mighty powers! Helping your friends overcome life's
hurdles is a big responsibility... but it's an even bigger opportunity to have
fun! This zany new feel-good series teaches young viewers to accept
themselves for who they are and that flaws can be turned into a Superpower! The
78 Minimighty Kids from season one have all had their heyday and learned to
accept their differences thanks to their superpowers. All have since returned to a
peaceful, daily existence... well, almost everyone.Five of them have not lost their
powers...
Trailer link: http://www.mediatoon-distribution.com/en/catalog/258/the-minimighty-kids/

Year of production: 2015
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes:
Name of Producer: Nneka Isaac Moses

G

oge Africa is a half hour, pan african culture and travel programme anchored
by the duo of metche and nneka, a husband and wife team. Goge Africa
spotlights the rich heritage and dynamics of africans to the rest of the
world. The tv programme is a journey of travels, culture, festivals, carnivals, arts,
fashion, food, music and dance. The programme is presented from different
touristic locations in and out of africa, thereby highlighting the diverse cultures
and heritage of africa. It is a family-oriented program and every tourist's catalogue.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzdOBZq2I94

An African Adventure

Our Best Friends Wedding

Year of production: 2017
Format: 23'
Number of Episodes: 13
Name of Producer: Collageo
Communications, Nigeria

A

n African Adventure is a Children's half hour educational and entertainment
program whose central theme revolves around the narration of folk tales
from Nigeria and other countries of the world. The programme is prerecorded in the English language before a live audience of Children within the
Studio 7 learning environment. The content of the programme comprises three
parts "Craft time, "Story time" and "Learning about Africa". Segments are bridged
using African proverbs "Words of our Elders".
Trailer link: https://youtu.be/9pOBafdrm44
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Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 6
Name of Producer: Helium Media and
RedTV

O

ur Best Friend's Wedding is a Romantic Dramedy about a young man who,
when his thirtieth birthday approaches, panics at still being unmarried,
buys a ring on a whim, recruits his two girlfriends to help, draws a 'deed
map' and sets off a series of events that leads to his finding a love that had always
stared him in the face.

Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-bXjQrgTHI&t=1s
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Two Sides of a Coin

Little Furry

Year of production: 2016 - Till Date
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 104
Name of Producer: Oluseyi Adebanjo

T

wo Sides of a Coin is an unusual family drama with unusual stars. It portrays
the everyday reality with families of different backgrounds and how they
relate to it. The story centred around two families of unique backgrounds
and how love became a stumbling block into what brings them together. The
Benson's family is a wealthy aristocratic Nigerian family who employs the Okafors
family as their driver and cook, and they equally live in their quarters.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkWX1MzycVs

Year of production: 2016
Format: 7'
Number of Episodes: 78
Name of Producer: Dupuis audiovisuel.

L

ittle Furry is an endearing character who throws himself into extraordinary
universes where anything is possible. But his adventures aren't always
easy... By listening to his own creativity and human qualities, Little Furry
manages to overcome the most unexpected of obstacles and grow little by little.

Trailer link: http://www.mediatoon-distribution.com/en/catalog/252/little-furry/

Bobby & Bill

Buzz Live with Owen Gee
Year of production: 2016 - Till Date
Format: 25'
Number of Episodes: 104
Name of Producer: Oluseyi Adebanjo

I

t is a talk show that reviews past buzz worthy events comically and spotlights
celebrities with hilarious interviews. It is hosted by one of Nigeria's brilliant
comedian "Owen Gee". Every week, the show boast of guest appearances by
Africa's funniest comedians to analyse the weirdest happenings and events that
were trendy.
Trailer link: https://vimeo.com/168365363

28

Year of production: 2015
Format: 12'
Number of Episodes: 104
Name of Producer: Dargaud Media /
Belvision / Ellipsanime Productions /
RTBF

B

obby & Bill is the endearing story of a special trio: Bobby, a young boy, Bill,
his Cocker Spaniel and Caroline, his skateboarding tortoise. The three
buddies are inseparable, and together they go on crazy and fun adventures.
With his cheeky and unusual pets by his side, Bobby can do anything! Well,
almost…

Trailer link: http://www.mediatoon-distribution.com/en/catalog/224/bobby-and-bill-new-series/
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Before 30

Plus 234

Year of production: 2008 - 2015
Format: 24'
Number of Episodes: 9
Name of Producer: Nemsia Studios

B

efore 30 is a drama series centered around four women living in Lagos and
the pressures they face to be married before they turn 30.Their stories are
told through the eyes of the lead character TemiCoker (Damilola Adegbite)
and follows the lives of her three friends, the sexy Nkem (Beverly Naya),
conservative muslimwife Aisha (Meg Otanwa) and happy go lucky Ama(Anee
Icha).The show aims to shed some light on the issues the average single Nigerian
woman faces daily in her quest to be married.
Trailer link:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QCGL156XHE&t=3s

Year of production: 2018
Format: 30'
Number of Episodes: 3
Name of Producer: Rushing Tap
productions

P

lus 234 is a distinctive drama series brought to you by Rushing Tap. It tells
the story of the average working class Nigerian; being in an environment
with the same people for a minimum of 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, every
week and every year. This naturally creates bonds, conflicts and drama. It breeds
love, betrayal, office politics and laughter – all of which is captured in this brand
new series you would not want to miss.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxfGaGuF5QE

The Mr. X Family Show

POV

Year of production: 2017
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 2seasons/26eps
Name of Producer: Richard MofeDamijo

T

he Mr. X family is a sitcom staring multiple award winning veteran actor
Richard Mofe-Damijo as Mr. X, a wealthy, influential, single dad trying to run
a successful business, raise his 3 kids to turn out right and navigate the
intriguing world of dating as he tries to find love again against the wishes of his
kids. It is not very easy for him handling the kids so he regularly enlists the help of
his younger sister who is more of an accomplice than aunty.
Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf8sKa4hpXQ
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Year of production: 2017
Format: 30'
Number of Episodes: 6
Name of Producer: Rushing Tap
productions

W

OLA is a pretty young lady visiting the hospital to see a loved one. Right
from the moment she walks in through the hospital door, she is
thought of in different lights prostitute, damsel, wife material. Her
singular visit is seen from different perspectives as she visits a loved one as well as
understand why her fiancée, PITAN ended their relationship without an
explanation
Trailer link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0ByoFU6FhlJ2WVd6Rm10QVVoVWM
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Early Marriage

My Big Nigerian Wedding
Year of production: 2018
Format: 24'
Number of Episodes: 12
Name of Producer: Riverside
productions

M

y Big Nigerian Wedding is an online TV reality show and contest where
Nigerian couples from all around the world, who are ready to get married
the following year are invited to register and contest for Africa's biggest
wedding prize. A free wedding that will be catered for by the biggest wedding
vendors worth over 15 Million Naira and a honeymoon at an exotic location
outside the country.You will see the whole process of picking the winners, the
wedding preparations and the wedding plus their honeymoon.

Year of production: 2018
Format: 30'
Number of Episodes: 32
Name of Producer: Emmanuel Fredrick

E

arly marriage is a story of young people of about 18 years old that got
married and was unable to control the trouble and challenges in marriage.

Family Jury
Year of production: 2016-2017
Format: 30'
Number of Episodes: 86
Name of Producer: Emmanuel Fredrick

Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlQeGARkUEY&t=249s

Kids Say The Darndest Things
Year of production: 2016
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 3seasons/39eps
Name of Producer: Dare

A

F

amily jury is court drama series that showcase day to day trouble in society
and families.

Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3chdNtd0TtA

KOTV Weekly
Year of production: 2017/18
Format: 26'
Number of Episodes: 52
Name of Producer: Sal Pickles

hillarious family show where kids are the stars and they say what's on their
mind.

T

he undisputed king of weekly boxing shows.

Trailer link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6bGb8rwlKEY
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Trailer link: https://vimeo.com/118084966
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